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Abstract 

This thesis describes a comparative study between two calculations methods for life 

estimates of a welding joint. The two studied methods are the Effective Notch and 

Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM). The effective notch method is today used 

at GKN and gives an equitable accuracy relative the work effort for the method. The use 

of LEFM is more accurate, but on the expense of calculation time and complexity. The 

aim with this thesis was to investigate if the LEFM method is feasible for the day-to-day 

work at GKN Driveline.  

In the effective notch method, inaccuracies and the stress concentration in the weld are 

collected in a fictional notch with a radius of 0.05 mm. The stress amplitude is 

evaluated in the notch and the relation between stress and fatigue cycles is collected in 

an S-N curve for the weld. In the LEFM method a small crack is introduced in the weld 

and a few number of fatigue cycles are performed to simulate crack growth. The real 

numbers of fatigue cycle necessary to fracture the weld are calculated by integrating 

Paris Law.  

The accuracy of the methods was measured with correlation between simulations and 

results from experiments. The accuracy for the effective notch was widely spread 

between different designs, indicating sensitivity to the notch configuration and location. 

The LEFM method gave better accuracy but at the cost of increased computational time. 

The LEFM method was not feasible to conduct on two of three investigated weld 

designs and to implement LEFM in GKN’s daily work requires that the method is 

developed to work on all design solution the company offers.  
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Sammanfattning 

Detta examensarbete behandlar en jämförelse mellan två olika beräkningsmetoder för 

att livstidsuppskatta ett svetsförband. De två undersökta metoder är ”Effective notch”-

metoden samt Linjär Elastisk Brottmekanik, (Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics, 

LEFM). ”Effective-notch”-metoden används idag på GKN för att livstidsuppskatta 

svetsar, tillförlitligheten för metoden är acceptabel relativ den arbetsbelastning som 

krävs. LEFM är en mer tillförlitlig metod men på bekostnad av beräkningstid och 

komplexitet. Syftet med detta examensarbete är att undersök om LEFM metoden kan 

implementeras i det dagliga arbetet på GKN Driveline. 

I “Effective-notch”-metoden samlas de felaktigheter och spänningskoncentrationer som 

finns svetsen i en fiktiv anvisning med en radie på 0.05 mm. Spänningsvidden utväderas 

i anvisningen och ett förhållande mellan spännig och utmatningscykler samlas i en S-N 

kurva. I LEFM metoden introduceras en liten spricka i svetsen och ett fåtal lastcykler 

utförs för att simulera sprickväxt. Det verkliga antalet utmattningscykler som krävs för 

att brott ska uppstå i svetsen beräknas genom att integrera Paris Lag. 

Tillförlitligheten för metoderna uppmättes genom jämförelse av beräknad livslängd och 

resultat från provning. I ”Effective-notch” metoden var spridningen i tillförlitligheten 

mellan olika svetsdesigner stor, vilket tyder på en känslighet i anvisnings utformning 

och placering. I LEFM metoden var tillförlitligheten bättre men med en ökad 

beräkningstid. LEFM metoden var inte möjligt att genomföra på två av tre undersökta 

svetsdesigner och för att kunna implementera LEFM metoden i GKN´s dagliga arbete 

krävs att metoden utvecklas för att kunna appliceras på alla företagets designlösningar.  
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1 Introduction 

This thesis was conducted at the engineering department of GKN Driveline Köping AB 

in Köping. GKN Plc. is a global company active in automotive, aerospace, powder 

technologies and land system. GKN Driveline is the world’s leading manufacturer of 

automotive driveline components and the factory in Köping has many years of 

experience of manufacturing and developing gears and components for AWD (all-wheel 

drive) vehicles.  

The aim of this thesis is to compare two calculations methods for lifetime prediction of 

a welded joint in a power transfer unit and do a correlation study between simulations 

and experiments.  

The Power Transfer Unit, PTU, is a component in the driveline system of a four-wheel 

drive car. The PTU transfer the outgoing power from the gearbox to the propshaft, 

which in return transfer the engine power to the rear axle. The main function of the PTU 

is to change the direction of power flow from the engine to the propshaft. The PTU is 

attached to the transmission and the outgoing torque from the gearbox is transferred to a 

tubular shaft. A ring gear is attached on the tubular shaft and drives a pinion that 

transfers the torque to the propshaft. The power flow is presented in Figure 1. The 

torque is transferred from the tubular shaft to the pinion via a press fit and a weld and it 

is this weld joint that is studied in this report. The weld is an industrial laser weld 

(Trumpf TLC 1000) without filler metal, the method gives a deep and narrow weld with 

a relative short cycle time. 

 

Figure 1, The power flow in the driveline system, red arrow indicates the direction of the 

flow.  
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Today four different methods are used to determine the fatigue life of welded structures, 

the nominal stress method, the hot spot method, the effective notch method and linear 

elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). Where the nominal stress method is the least 

accurate method but on the other hand the least complex and time consuming one, the 

accuracy increase for each method as well as the complexity and computational time, 

and ends up with the LEFM as the most accurate method but on the expense of time and 

complexity. This is presented in the diagram in Figure 2. 

  

Figure 2, The accuracy versus complexity and work effort for four different methods of 

fatigue assessment [4]. 

In today’s work GKN uses the effective notch method in the determination of the 

fatigue life of their welded joints, up to this day the method has given satisfying result 

relative the work effort, but a big issue has been that the result is often too deviant from 

test results. This study aims to investigate if the LEFM could give a more realistic result 

and if the more complex method is worth further work, or if the LEFM could work 

together with the effective notch method to lower the today’s high safety factor in 

welded joints. Due to the low accuracy of the nominal stress method and the hot-spot 

method, those methods were not included in this study. 

1.1 Nomenclature 

𝐴 – crack area 

𝐴´ – deformation work density 

𝑎 – crack length 

𝐶 – material constant 

𝐷 – damage sum 

𝐸 – Young´s modulus 

𝐺 – energy release rate 

𝐾𝐼 – stress intensity factor (SIF), mode I 

∆𝐾𝐼 – stress intensity range 

𝐾𝑡ℎ – threshold value 

𝑚 – constant defining the slope in the S-N curve 

𝑁 – Number of cycles 

Complexity 

Accuracy 

Nominal stress method 

 

Hot spot method 

Effective notch method 

LEFM 

Working effort 
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𝑛 – material parameters for Paris Law 

𝑛𝑖 – number of cycles in load collective 

𝑅 – stress-intensity factor ratio 

𝑟 – radius of the notch 

𝑇 – gear torque 

𝑡 – plate thickness 

𝑈 – potential energy 

𝑢 – displacement 

Γ – curve surrounding crack tip 

𝜐 – Poisson´s ratio 

∆𝜎 – stress range  

𝜎∞ – faraway  applied stress 

𝜑𝑄 – factor defining the failure probabilities 

CAFL – Constant Amplitude Fatigue Limit 

FAT – Fatigue class 

LEFM – Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics   

PTU – Power Transfer Unit  

SIF – Stress Intensity Factor 

VCCT – Virtual Crack Closure Technic 

2 Theory  

2.1 Fatigue 

Cracks occur for two reasons, either due to a statically overloaded structure or due to 

fatigue [9]. The concept of fatigue implies that if a component is periodically subjected 

to a number of loading and unloading, the component will eventually break, even if the 

load is far below the yield point of the material. This is due to micro cracks that will 

slowly propagate in the material under the load cycles. Eventually these micro cracks 

will propagate to a crack with a critical length, and the remaining material will not be 

able to resist failure even for low loads [8]. It is assumed that 80-90% of all machine 

breakdowns origin from fatigue [7]. The fatigue process is divided into three phases [3]: 

 Initiations stage. The number of cycles it takes to form a microscopic crack in 

the material. Microscopic cracks and defects already exist in a weld from the 

processing, accordingly this phase is neglected for welded structures.  

 Propagation stage. The crack is growing with every load cycle. 

 Final breakage. The crack has grown so big that failure occurs. 

2.2 Effective notch method 

The effective notch method is a common day-to-day [5] approach to determine the 

fatigue life of welded structures. The actual contour of the weld at the weld toe or weld 

root is replaced with a fictitious radius, see Figure 3, to forestall any singularities [4] [3] 

that could arise in the transition between the weld and parent metal when the structure is 

calculated by finite element. With the effective notch stress method the fictional radius 

includes the effects of non-linear material behavior (due to high stresses) [3], variations 
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in the weld parameters [1] and other hot-spot areas. The effective notch stress method 

requires a linear material behavior. 

 

Figure 3, The rounding of the weld toes and weld roots to create an effective radius 

according to Hobbacher [1]. 

According to Hobbacher [1], an effective radius of 𝑟 = 1 mm gives verified result for 

steel and aluminum alloys structures with plate thickness lager than 𝑡 = 5 mm, for 

thinner structures a small-size notch approach with the reference radius, 𝑟 = 0.05 mm 

should instead be used according to Fricke [2].  

When using finite element to calculate the effective notch stress, the element resolution 

around the radius need to be fine enough to hold sufficient accuracy in the notch 

perimeter. Hobbacher [1] recommends a maximum element size of 1/6 of the radius for 

linear elements and 1/4 of the radius for higher order elements. The element size should 

also be gradually refined towards the notch. For thin walled structures, where large 

displacement might be significant, geometric nonlinear analysis may be required to use, 

this also applies for contact problems. To model a weld root imbedded in material a 

keyhole shape or a U-shaped notch can be used [2]. 

2.2.1 S-N curve and FAT value  

An S-N curve (also known as Wöhler curve) is a compilation of fatigue tests with 

constant stress amplitude and recorded number of cycles to failure. To care for 

dispersion in the result, a probability of failure of 2.3% is used in most standards [6]. 

The S-N curve is presented in a log-log diagram, with the number of cycles as function 

of stress range according to 

 𝑁 =
𝐶

∆𝜎𝑚
. (1) 

 

Where ∆𝜎 is the stress range, 𝑁 is the number of cycles and 𝐶 and 𝑚 is material 

parameters. Where 𝐶 = 2 ∙ 106 ∙ (𝐹𝐴𝑇)𝑚 and FAT (fatigue class) is the fatigue strength 

and a classification system for welds by IIW [1] obtained under years of fatigue testing 

and statistical compilation on welded joints [6]. It could be compared with the BSK 99 

(Swedish Regulations for Steel Structural) C-value. The FAT-value is defined as the 
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stress range (in MPa) the material/structure can hold without failure at 2 ∙ 106 load 

cycles or more. A FAT-value of 50 implies that the fatigue strength for the weld joint at 

2 ∙ 106 load cycles is 50 MPa. For components assessed with normal stress 𝑚 = 3 and 

for details assessed with shear stress 𝑚 = 5. 

If no failure has occurred with the probability of 97.7% at 107 cycles (for components 

assessed with shear stress instead 108 cycler are used), the fatigue life is traditionally 

considered infinite. It is defined as the “knee point” or constant amplitude fatigue limit 

(CAFL) on the S-N curve. However, it has emerged from new experimental data this is 

not the case, instead the curve should continue to decline with 𝑚 = 22 after the knee 

point. This is however only important when designing for infinite life [1]. A weld 

cannot reinforce the parent metal and the S-N curve for welded structures is governed 

by the parent metal fatigue strength [6]. 

A failure probability for the S-N curve is determine by correcting the curve with a factor 

for failure probability, 𝜑𝑄 according to,  

 𝑁 = 2 ∙ 106 (
𝜑𝑄 ∙ 𝐹𝐴𝑇

∆𝜎  
)

𝑚

. (2) 

The factor for different probability of failure is presented in Table 1, this table is only 

valid when the slope is 𝑚 = 3.  

Table 1, Failure probability factor, 𝝋𝑸 for different failure probabilities and 𝑚 = 3. 

Probability 

of failure  

50% 15.9% 2.3% 1% 1.35% 0.001 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 𝟏𝟎−𝟓 

Number of 

standards 

deviations  

0 1 2 2.33 3 3.1 3.72 4.27 

𝝋𝑸 1.3 1.14 1 0.95 0.88 0.86 0.8 0.74 

2.2.2 Palmgren-Miner  

For procedures based on S-N curves, such as the effective notch stress approach, a 

fatigue assessment based on cumulative damage calculation could be used. For a 

varying load spectrum the “Palmgren-Miner” hypothesis has shown, although its 

simplicity, results with good accuracy [6]. The damage sum for Palmgren-Miner is  

 𝐷 = ∑
𝑛𝑖

𝑁𝑖

𝑖

1

 (3) 

 

where 𝐷 is the damage sum, 𝑖 is the number of block of load spectrum, 𝑛𝑖 is number of 

cycles at an certain stress range and 𝑁𝑖 is the number of cycles to failure at an certain 

stress range obtained from the S-N curve. For 𝐷 ≥ 1 the life is regarded ended for the 

structure, however 𝐷 = 1 is non-conservative and it is instead recommended to use 

𝐷 = 0.5 to include uncertainties [1]. The assumed constant fatigue limit, or knee point 
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is ignored for the Palmgren-Miner rule, instead a modification on the flatter slope is 

used according to 

 𝑚2 = 2 ∙ 𝑚1 − 1 (4) 

 

where 𝑚1 is the slope above the knee point and 𝑚2 is the slope below the knee point. 

One of the drawbacks with the Palmgren-Miner method is that all stress ranges that 

exceed the CAFL of the S-N curve is detrimental for the life of the structure [6]. When 

in real life a moderate number of cycles with a high stress range could instead have a 

positive effect on the life, due to high residual compressive stress will act on the crack 

tip. Ideally is if these high stress ranges could occur separate from each other, however 

the Palmgren-Miner takes no account for the order of the load sequence and for this 

aspect may be considered as non-conservative. 

2.3 Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics  

The second method in this study to asses fatigue failure is the linear elastic fracture 

mechanics (LEFM). It is today the best method to capture realistic crack growth, but on 

the expense of computational time [5]. By understanding how cracks translate in the 

material, the fatigue life as well as inspection intervals could be determined in advance 

[1]. In the calculations, LEFM assumes that either an existing or a postulated crack is 

present in the material. If the material is assumed to be linear elastic, the stress at the 

crack tip will in theory grow to infinity, but in reality a small area of material around the 

crack tip acts non-linear. What happens in this area is controlled by the stress intensity 

factor (SIF) 𝐾𝐼. Unstable crack growth or final rupture occurs when 𝐾𝐼 reach a critical 

value, the fracture toughness, 𝐾𝐼𝑐 , which is an experimental determined material 

parameter [8]. The stress intensity factor depends on the geometry and load. It and can 

often be found tabulated in handbooks [7], generally it is on the form  

 𝐾𝐼 = 𝜎∞√𝜋𝑎 ∙ 𝑓(𝑎) (5) 

 

where a is half the crack length, 𝜎∞  is the far-away applied stress acting on the 

component and 𝑓(𝑎) is a dimensionless function that varies with the geometry and can 

be found in the literature.  

There are three different load cases for cracks, so-called modes, where mode I is tensile 

opening of the crack, mode II is in plane shear and mode III is anti-plane shear, 

according to Figure 4. Stress intensity factors exist also for mode II and III, although the 

growing fatigue crack has a tending to follow the direction with maximum 𝐾𝐼. Hence at 

fatigue the biggest stress intensity factor occurs in mode I [4], and is therefore the most 

critical mode for failure. The majority of cracks are in mode I, however cracks could 

also be in a combination of modes, although is it less common [8] [9].   

Today there is a range of FEM software that handles crack growth, AFGROW, 

NASGRO
®
 and BEASY are just to mention a few. Also in more commercial software is 

crack growth represented. Similar for the effective notch method, the mesh around the 

crack has to be fine enough to fully capture the stress state around the crack tip. It is 

therefore convenient to model the problem in 2D to save computational time, however it 
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should be mention that the 2D case could give conservative results. The use of sub-

models is also a way to decrease the computational time [5].  

 

 

Figure 4, three different load cases so-called modes cracks can be subjected to [4]. 

2.3.1 Paris Law 

The fatigue life is determined by the number of cycles the structure could be subjected 

to before a crack of critical length is obtained. Paris Law is the linear correlation 

between the crack propagation rate 𝑑𝑎/𝑑𝑁 and the stress intensity range ∆𝐾 in a log-

log diagram, according to Figure 5 and can be generalized as,  

 
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 𝐶(∆𝐾𝐼)𝑛  (6) 

 

for ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ ≤ ∆𝐾𝐼 ≤ 𝐾𝐼𝑐 where 𝐶 and 𝑛 are material parameters and ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ is the threshold 

value. The range of the stress intensity factor control the crack propagation,  

 ∆𝐾𝐼 = 𝐾𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐾𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛. (7) 

 

The SIF range is always positive because of a negative stress intensity factor do not 

influence the crack growth due to crack closure [8]. If closure is presented, then 𝐾𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛 

in equation (7) should be replaced with the SIF of closure 𝐾𝐼𝑐𝑙  
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Figure 5, Paris Law is described by linear region of the diagram [10]. 

Paris law is not valid for region III, in this region propagates the crack quickly for every 

load cycle and only a few cycles is needed before failure occurs, this stage is often 

neglected in the assessment of fatigue life. In region I, ∆𝐾 need to obtain a threshold 

value, ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ to start the crack propagation. The threshold value depends on the material 

and the stress-intensity factor ratio 

 𝑅 =
𝐾𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐾𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥
. (8) 

 

The residual stresses that arise in the welding process must be corrected for in Paris 

Law, which has been done in the works of Forman [16], Elber [17] and Walker [18],  

Forman 
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
=

𝐶(∆𝐾)𝑛

(1 − 𝑅)𝐾𝑐 − ∆𝐾
 (9) 

 

Elber 
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
=  C[(0.5 + 0.4R)∆K]n (10) 

 

Walker 
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 𝐶[𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥(1 − 𝑅)𝑚]𝑛. (11) 

 

Common for the three methods is that new material constants need to be determined 

experimentally, something that has not been included in the scope of this thesis. Instead 

is a recommendation from Hobbacher [9] used where the residual stress is considered 

by assuming a high stress ratio of 𝑅 = 0.5  
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The material constant for the currently used steel is according to IIW standard [1], 

𝐶 = 5.21 ∙ 10−13, 𝑛 = 3 and the threshold value is depended on 𝑅. With 𝑅 ≥ 0.5 the 

threshold value for steel ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ = 63 N ∙ mm−2/3. The material parameters are only valid 

for non-corrosive environments with no high temperatures or creep [9]. 

By integrating Paris Law, the number of cycles it takes for an initial crack, 𝑎𝑖 to grow to 

final crack length, 𝑎𝑓 can be determined. The calculation is sensitive to the choice of 

initial crack length, which therefore needs to be set as accurate as possible. For the final 

crack length, 𝑎𝑓  is the life of structure regarded as ended and the number of cycles 

required to achieve 𝑎𝑓 can be converted to the life span of the structure. In contrast to 

initial crack length, the number of cycles is not sensitive to the choice of final crack 

length due to only a few cycles occur in stage III. The integration of Paris Law is 

preferably done numerically due to the crack length dependency on ∆𝐾𝐼, in equation (5).  

2.3.2 The J-integral  

The theory for energy balance derived by Griffith [11] [12] [14] state that the driving 

force to form a crack in a structure that is at an equilibrium state is related to the surface 

energy required for incremental increase in crack area. The energy that transfers near 

the crack tip is defined as an energy release rate according to  

 𝐺 = −
𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝐴
 

 
(12) 

where 𝑈 is the potential energy of the system and A is the crack area. The energy release 

rate is a measurement of the load level at the crack tip, which also applies for the stress 

intensity factors and a direct relation can be derived between them [12],  

 𝐺 =
𝐾𝐼

2

𝐸′
+

𝐾𝐼𝐼
2

𝐸′
+

(1 + 𝜈)𝐾𝐼𝐼𝐼
2

𝐸
 (13) 

where 

 𝐸′ = {

𝐸

1 − 𝜈2
plane strain

𝐸 plane stress.
 (14) 

 

The energy flow to the crack tip could also be determined with a path independent 

integral denoted the J-integral [13]. The J-integral is a more comprehensive method to 

determine the energy transfer in the crack and is also sufficient for nonlinear materials 

and cracks smaller than 1.0 − 0.5 mm in the direction of crack propagation. The J-

integral is physical interpreted as the energy flow at the crack tip [7] 

 𝐽 = ∫ (𝐴′𝑑𝑦 − 𝜎𝑖𝑗𝑛𝑗

𝜕𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑥
𝑑𝑠)

 

𝛤

 (15) 

 

where 𝛤 is the curve surrounding the crack tip, 𝐴′ is the deformation work density, 𝜎𝑖𝑗 is 

the stress acting on the crack, 𝑢𝑖 is the displacement vector and ds is an element of the 

arc length along 𝛤. For linear material is 𝐽 = 𝐺 and according to equation (13) there is a 

direct coupling between the J-integral and stress intensity factors.  
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3 Model Description 

3.1 General  

Three different PTU’s was investigated in this thesis and are referred to as design A, B 

and C. The designs are produced for two world known automotive brands, two of the 

PTU’s are in running production and the third design is a new conceptual idea for one 

of the current designs. Three designs were chosen to increase results from experiments 

and simulations. The main difference between the products is the location of the weld. 

For design A, the weld is placed axial behind the gear, for design B the weld is placed 

radially in front of the gear and for design C the weld is placed radial behind the gear. A 

cross-section for the three designs is presented in Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8. The 

tubular shaft is blue, the ring gear is yellow and the weld is red. Both effective notch 

method and LEFM were conducted on all three designs, and the outcomes were 

compared with result from experiments.  

 

Figure 6, Design A, Axial backface weld. 
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Figure 7, Design B, Radial gear side weld. 

 

 

Figure 8, Design C, radial backface weld. 

3.1.1 Software 

Two softwares were used for the analyses, the models were meshed using Altair 

HyperMesh and were solved in MSC Marc. MSC Marc version 2014.0 was used for the 

effective notch method on design A and for the other analyses MSC Marc version 

2014.1 was used. Altair HyperMesh version v13.0 was used for all analysis.  
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3.2 Effective notch method  

3.2.1 General  

The effective notch method was completed according to the way of work that is 

established at GKN Driveline today. General for the effective notch method is that the 

weld is modeled as a contact body in the FE-simulations. According to the welds depth 

and width a notch with a radius of 0.05 mm was used. The notch was placed at the weld 

root for all three designs. A crack will most likely propagate from the root due to the 

gear load will create a tensile stress in the weld root. Results from experiments also 

indicate that the crack propagates from the weld root. For design A and B the track in to 

the notch is shaped as a keyhole.   

The aim with the effective notch method is to determine the S-N curve for the weld in 

the application. The stress range was determined by applying a load representing the 

gear mesh on one gear tooth and registers the highest principal stress in a node at the 

notch perimeter. The load was then applied on a gear tooth 180° opposite from the first 

gear tooth and the maximum principal stress was evaluated in the same node. The 

difference in principal stress between the two load cases constituted the stress range in 

the weld for the applied gear torque. The analysis was run for 100%, 50% and 0.625% 

of maximum gear torque. A relation between gear torque and stress range was found by 

fitting the stress range from the analysis with respective gear torque to a second order 

polynomial. From the relation it is then possible to calculate the stress range for every 

gear torque in the load collective and the representative number of cycles was calculated 

according to equation (1).  

3.2.2 Mesh  

In the weld hex-elements of second order were used and in the remaining structure first 

order hex-elements were used. According to prevailing standards, the element length 

around the notch should not exceed 1/4 of the notch radius. For a notch radius of 0.05 

mm a minimum of 3 elements over an 45° arc is required. For design A and B 32 

elements is placed around the notch according to Figure 9. The element size was 

gradually increased away from the notch, resulting in an element size of 1-2 mm in the 

overall structure.  
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Figure 9, The mesh around the notch for design A and B. 

The mesh around the notch for design A and B is very similar to each other, the weld 

root is imbedded in the surrounding material and a track in to the notch from the stress 

relief grove is used, creating a keyhole shape, according to Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10, To the left, cross-section of the weld in design A. In the middle, the mesh for 

design A. To the right, the mesh for design B. 

For design C, see Figure 11, the mesh around the notch is different due to the weld root 

is not imbedded in the material. Instead two notches are used due to the geometry of the 

weld root, according Figure 3. 
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Figure 11, To the left, cross-section of the weld in design C. In the middle, the mesh for 

design C. To the right, close up on the mesh around the weld root for design C. 

3.2.3 Loads and boundary conditions 

3.2.3.1 Design A 
The applied load on the gear tooth is determined in house at GKN Driveline and is 

based on gear geometry, gear ratio and transmittable torque. The load was applied on a 

node in the pitch diameter at a gear pair and the gear load was distributed on the gear 

tooth using interpolation element, RBE3’s. Table 2 presents the position of the contact 

nodes and the applied load. The mesh point is in Cartesian coordinates resulting in 

change in sign of the load.  

Table 2, Position and applied load on the contact node for design A. 

Load direction Gear pair contact node coordinates Gear Forces 

 x [mm] y [mm] z [mm] x [N] y [N] z [N] 

Top  49.244 25.416 16.148 16808 28806 -35841.5 

Bottom -49.244  25.416 -16.148 -16808 28806 35841.5 
 

The tubular shaft in the PTU is suspended in bearings and the torque from the gearbox 

is transferred to the tubular shaft via a dog clutch, according to Figure 11. All DOF 

besides the axial rotation is prescribed in the bearings with true rigid elements, RBE2’s. 

The axial rotation around the tubular shaft is prescribed at the dog clutch, using RBE2.  

Glued contact was used to attach the bearings, the dog clutch and the weld to the tubular 

shaft. Glued contact was also used between the weld and the ring gear. Friction contact 

was used between the ring gear and the tubular shaft with a friction coefficient of 0.1 

according to way of work at GKN Driveline. In the assembly, the ring gear is pressed 

on to the tubular shaft creating a press fit. In the model, the elements in the ring gear 

that were attached to the tubular shaft are collected in a contact body and a friction 

contact was used between the press fit and the tubular shaft with a friction coefficient of 

0.1. 
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Figure 12, Applied load points and boundary condition for design A. 

3.2.3.2 Design B 
The load is applied in the same way as for design A, the position of the contact node 

and the applied load at the contact node is presented in Table 3. For design B, the 

bearings and dog clutch is not modeled and there are therefore no contact between them 

and the tubular shaft. Instead the nodes located at the place for the bearings and splines 

are connected direct to the tie node in the RBE’2, according to Figure 13. For design B 

the loads are given in cylindrical coordinates, therefore no change in sing of the load.  

Table 3, Position and applied load on the contact node for design B. 

Load direction Gear pair contact node coordinates Gear forces 

 x [mm] y [mm] z [mm] x [N] y [N] z [N] 

Top -67.6 0 55.91 15927 -38501 -30853 

Bottom -67.6 0 -55.91 15927 -38501 -30853 
 

Top 

Bottom

Locked in all 
translations 

Locked in all 
translations 

Locked in 
rotational y 
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Figure 13, Applied load points and boundary conditions for design B. 

3.2.3.3 Design C 
Design C is a conceptual idea of design B and the applied load is thereby the same. The 

location of the bearings and dog clutch is presented in Figure 14. Table 4, present the 

locations of the contact nodes and the applied load. 

Table 4, Position and applied load on the contact node for design C. 

Load direction Gear pair contact node coordinates Gear forces 

 x [mm] y [mm] z [mm] x [N] y [N] z [N] 

Top 70.552 52.518 -109.14 15927 -38501 -30853 

Bottom 70.552 52.518 2.41 15927 -38501 -30853 
 

 

Figure 14, Applied load points and boundary conditions for design C. 
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3.2.4 Material data 

The material used in all three designs was steel with linear elastic material properties 

according to Table 5. 

Table 5, Material properties. 

Material Component 

Young’s 

modulus 

[GPa] 

Poisson’s 

ratio 

Density 

[kg/dm
3
] 

Yield 

strength 

[MPa] 

Tensile 

strength 

[MPa] 

Steel 

Shaft, ring 

gear and 

weld 

210 0.30 - - - 

 

3.2.5 Assessment of life 

The life assessment was made with the cumulative damage calculation according to 

Palmgren-Miner in equation (3).  Based on recommendation from IIW [15], a FAT-

value of 630 MPa and a slope of  𝑚 = 3 were used. For a comparable result with the 

physical tests a probability of failure of 50% was used. The change in failure probability 

was achieved by adjusting the S-N curve with a factor, 𝜑𝑄 according to equation (2) and 

Table 1. 

3.3 Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics  

3.3.1 General  

In contrast to effective notch method, when simulating LEFM a fatigue analysis needs 

to be performed. In a fatigue analysis there is more or less always a load sequence that 

is periodical repeated. Every gear tooth on the ring gear is subjected to one loading and 

unloading during one PTU revolution, this load sequence is then repeated for every 

revolution of the PTU. For a structure subjected to few revolutions it is possible to 

simulate every load cycle. However, a PTU should endure a lot more revolution than is 

possible to model. Instead it is necessary to perform a high cycle fatigue analysis. This 

is done in Marc [19] by preforming a small number of fatigues cycles and calculating 

the real number of cycles by integrating Paris Law, equation (6). Every repeated load 

sequence is defined by the user who specifies a so-called fatigue time period. The 

fatigue time period defines the time period of one repeated load sequence. During the 

fatigue time period Marc collects the smallest and the largest energy release rate in 

every node along the crack front, together with the estimated crack growth direction. 

The crack growth direction corresponds to the largest energy release rate. At the end of 

each fatigue period performs Marc a cycle count by integrating Paris’ Law according to  

 𝑁 = ∫
𝑑𝑎

𝐶∆𝐾𝑛

𝑎2

𝑎1

 (16) 

 

where 𝑎1  is the crack length for the previously fatigue time period, 𝑎2  is the crack 

length from the current fatigue time period and 𝐶  and 𝑛  is material parameters 

according to Hobbacher [1].  The stress intensity factor range, ∆𝐾 typically varies with 
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a, for simple structures this relation is covered by handbooks, for more complex 

structures a more comprehensive method is needed. In Marc a piecewise linear 

variations of ∆𝐾 is assumed according to 

 ∆𝐾 =
𝑎 − 𝑎2

𝑎1 − 𝑎2
∆𝐾1 +

𝑎 − 𝑎1

𝑎2 − 𝑎1
∆𝐾2 (17) 

 

where ∆𝐾1 is the SIF range for the previously fatigue cycle, and ∆𝐾2 is the SIF range 

for the current fatigue cycle.  

In Marc, the stress intensity factor is calculated from the energy release rate. This in 

return is calculated from of the opening displacement of the crack using a virtual crack 

closure technic, VCCT, according to  

 𝐺𝐼 =
𝐹𝑦𝑢𝑦

2𝑎
,         𝐺𝐼𝐼 =

𝐹𝑥𝑢𝑥

2𝑎
,         𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐼 =

𝐹𝑧𝑢𝑧

2𝑎
 (18) 

 

where the displacement and reactions force are transformed to a local coordinate system 

at the crack tip nodes according to Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15, The VCCT method for a local coordinate system at the crack tip [19]. 

The total energy release rate is 

 𝐺 = 𝐺𝐼 + 𝐺𝐼𝐼 + 𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐼 (19) 

 

and the stress intensity factor is calculated by using the relation in equation (13). 

It is up to the user to specify the crack growth method, crack growth direction method 

and crack growth increment control. 

The crack growth methods available in the Marc are; remeshing, release constrains, 

split elements edges/faces and cut through elements [2]. How cracks are allowed to 

propagate through the structure is controlled by the chosen crack growth method. With 

remeshing, the mesh in the structure is updated for every load increment in order to 

keep the mesh around the crack tip fine and the mesh in the remaining part of the 
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structure coarser. When using release constrains, the crack path is predetermined and 

the crack grow by releasing contact conditions between two contacts bodies. By 

splitting elements, the crack grows along elements edges (for 2D and shell elements) 

and elements face (3D elements). Growth by cutting through the elements is only 

supported for 2-D or shell elements. The crack grows by splitting up the elements, the 

crack path is arbitrary and the accuracy in the energy release rate depends on the mesh.  

The simulated crack can be introduced in the structure in different ways, one way is to 

mesh two crack surfaces and assign the nodes in the tip as the crack tip nodes. If this 

option is used with the release constrains for the crack growth method, it is important to 

choose a contact search that is smaller than the distance between the crack surfaces. 

Otherwise the contact search could glue the two contact bodies together and the 

software cannot detect a crack. Another method is to assign the nodes in the crack 

surface with deact glue according to Figure 16, this assume that release constrain is 

used. The third option is valid for remeshing with 3D tetrahedral solids and uses a crack 

initiation, which means that a faceted surface is intersected into the mesh. For mesh 

splitting and mesh cutting the crack is defined by selecting the elements the crack 

should go through.  

 

Figure 16, The principle of deact glue [19]. 

At each crack tip node, an estimated crack growth direction is calculated. Six different 

methods are available to estimate the crack growth direction: 

  The maximum principal stress criterion  

 Along the pure mode with largest G 

 Along mode I 

 Along a specify vector  

 Stay on interface, only available option for release constraint  

 Mode I and crack normal 

How much a crack grows after every fatigue time period is governed by three different 

methods. Either the crack growth increment is constant for all crack tip nodes or Paris’ 

Law calculates the crack growth increment. The third option is to use Paris’ Law with 

scaling, which implies that the user specifies a maximum crack growth increment and 

the specified increment is scaled to create a realistic shape of the crack front. The crack 

growth increment in one node is calculated according to 
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 ∆𝑎 =
∆𝑎𝑓𝑎𝑡

∆𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑓𝑎𝑡

∆𝑎0 (20) 

 

where ∆𝑎𝑓𝑎𝑡  is the crack growth increment calculated from Paris Law in the node, 

∆𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑓𝑎𝑡

 is the crack growth increment calculated with Paris Law for the node in the 

crack front with largest ∆𝐺 and ∆𝑎0 is the user-defined crack growth increment .  

3.3.2 Model set up   

The initial crack of 0.1 mm is introduced in the weld by meshing two crack surfaces 

according to Figure 18. The crack is introduced in the root of the weld, in the same area 

as the location of the notch. Examination of the fractured welds from experiments in 

Figure 17 indicates that the fracture starts of in the weld root. The crack is revolved 

360 ° around in the weld to include the inaccuracies which may arise in the welding 

process. 

From the beginning the idea was to use remeshing as a crack growth method. However, 

attempts with remeshing worked sufficient for simple models but for the complex 

geometry of the PTU the method was not feasible. In dialog with the developer of the 

fracture mechanics part in MSC Marc it was clear that an update of the remeshing 

function is going to be available earliest in the next version of the software (Marc 

2015). The crack growth was instead govern by releasing contact constraint and Paris 

Law with scaling was used with a prescribed crack growth increment of 2 mm. The 

used Paris Law parameters are presented in section 2.3.1.  

3.3.3 Mesh  

The mesh size is crucial for the correct crack growth, if the elements are bigger than the 

crack growth increment, the crack will not grow. Thus, a relative fine mesh is necessary 

around the crack. The real crack path is known from testing and is presented in Figure 

17. Two contact bodies are created in the area around the weld representing the crack 

path and are assign a fine mesh. In the rest of the structure the mesh is relatively coarse, 

see Figure 18. Due to the applied load, the crack will not only grow in radial direction 

of the predetermined crack path but also in angular direction of the contact bodies. To 

capture the angular crack growth, the elements around the rotational axis were also 

refined.  
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Figure 17, The real crack path obtained from experiments.  

 

Figure 18, To the left, the contact bodies representing the crack path. To the right, the 

meshed crack. 

3.3.4 Loads and boundary conditions 

In real life, one repetitive load sequence of the PTU consists of all loading and 

unloading on the gear teeth during one PTU revolution. The time of one revolution will 

therefore be the fatigue cycle. However, when preforming a fatigue analysis it is 

necessary to perform a small amount of fatigue cycles. If every fatigue cycles consist of 

loading and unloading on every gear teeth, the model will be very heavy to solve. A 

simplification is to only load two gear teeth opposite each other, similar as for the 

effective notch method. Due to the axis symmetry of the PTU, this will represent the 

biggest difference in stress intensity factor. One fatigue time period is defined as 4 time 

increments, representing one loading and one unloading on two gear teeth, according to 

Figure 19. The applied load on each design is the same as for the effective notch and is 

placed at the same location according to Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4. The boundary 

conditions are also the same as for the effective notch method, with the exception for 

design A, were the bearings and dog clutch are modelled as rigid bodies instead of 

contact bodies. This is a remnant from the attempt with remeshing, where binding nodes 

Crack tip node 

Crack surface Crack surface 
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to contact is not preferable due to updating in mesh. The material in all three designs is 

steel, with properties according to Table 5. 

 

Figure 19, The variation of load in the top gear tooth and the bottom gear tooth with the 

defined fatigue time period.  

3.3.5 Life assessment  

The assessment of life is based on how many cycles the weld can endure at each gear 

torque in the load collective. Thus, modelling of every load level is too comprehensive 

and the analysis is instead run for 100%, 50% and 25% of maximum gear toque. A 

curve is fitted from the three points. From the relation it is then possible to estimate the 

number of calculated cycles for all gear torques levels in the load collective. 

4 Experiments 

The experiments for design A was conducted in Köping and for design B and C at GKN 

Driveline’s site in Auburn Hills, USA. The whole PTU was evaluated in a fatigue test 

where the PTU was subjected to a constant torque until fracture occurred. The number 

of cycles to failure and failure mode were documented. Fractures tend to occur in the 

gear teeth before the weld, which limited the number of test result for fatigue 

determination of the weld and few load level to compare with simulations. At each load 

level with weld fracture, the number of cycles was evaluated with a probability of 

failure of 50%. The experimental results are presented in Table 6. 

Table 6, Result from experiments with a probability of failure of 50%. 

Design 

Cycles (B50) 

@ 988 Nm 

Gear Torque 

Cycles (B50) 

@ 1537 Nm 

Gear Torque 

Cycles (B50) 

@2196 Nm 

Gear Torque 

A 4 397 701 - - 

B - 369 501 59 275 

C - 4 865 373 - 

0%

100%

0 2 4

Lo
ad

 

One fatigue time period 

Gear Tooth, Top

Gear Tooth,
Bottom

  

Time 
increments  
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5 Results 

5.1 Effective Notch method  

5.1.1 Design A 

For design A, the analysis was run for maximum gear torque 2036 Nm, 50% of 

maximum gear torque (1018 Nm) and 0.625% of maximum gear torque (12.725 Nm). 

The maximum principal stress in the notch is presented in Table 7 together with the 

stress range for each load level. 

Table 7, Result for the effective notch for design A.  

Load 

Maximum gear torque: 

2036 Nm 
Load direction 

Maximum principal 

value of stress [MPa] 
∆𝝈 [MPa] 

100% 
Top  857 

754 
Bottom 103 

50% 
Top  435 

418 
Bottom 17.3 

0.625% 
Top  5.18 

4.85 
Bottom 0.32 

 

The stress range for each load level is fitted to a polynomial of second degree according 

to Figure 20. The relation between gear torque and the stress range became 

 
∆σ = −0.000039777 ∙ T2 + 0.45161 ∙ T − 0.87593, 
 

(21) 

with 𝑇 in Nm and ∆𝜎 in MPa. 

 

Figure 20, Second order polynomial for stress range as a function of gear torque. 
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From the relation in equation (21), the stress range for every gear torque in the load 

collective is determined and number of cycles is determined according to equation (2), 

with a probability of failure of 50 %. The S-N curve for the weld is presented in the log-

log diagram in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21, S-N curve for the weld in design A. 

5.1.2 Design B 

For design B another load collective was used where maximum gear torque was 2196 

Nm. 50% of maximum gear torque is then 1098 Nm and 0.625% of maximum gear 

torque is 13.725 Nm. The maximum principal stress in the notch for the both load cases 

is presented in Table 8. 

Table 8, Result for the effective notch method for design B.  

Load 

Maximum gear torque: 

2196 Nm 
Load direction 

Maximum principal 

value of stress [MPa] 
∆𝝈 [MPa] 

100% 
Top  2380 

2390 
Bottom -12.7 

50% 
Top  1190 

1200 
Bottom -6.47 

0.625% 
Top  15.5 

15.6 
Bottom -0.06 

 

The stress range for each load level is again fitted to a polynomial of second degree, 

according to Figure 22, and a relation between gear torque and the stress range is 

 
∆σ = 0.0000009 ∙ T2 + 1.089 ∙ T + 0.5736, 

 
(22) 

with 𝑇 in Nm and ∆𝜎 in MPa. 
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Figure 22, Second order polynomial for stress from gear torque for design B. 

The stress range for every gear torque in the load collective is determined from equation 

(22) and number of cycles is determining according to equation (2), with a probability 

of failure of 50%. The S-N curve for the weld is presented in the log-log diagram in 

Figure 23. 
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Figure 23, S-N curve for the weld in design B 

5.1.3 Design C 

Design C is a conceptual idea of Design B and should therefore endure the same 

maximum gear torque of 2196 Nm. The maximum principal stress in the notch for both 

load cases is presented in Table 9.  

Table 9, Result for the effective notch for design C.  

Load 

Maximum gear torque: 

2196 Nm 
Load direction 

Maximum principal 

value of stress [MPa] 
∆𝝈 [MPa] 

100% 
Top  442 

494 
Bottom -51.9 

50% 
Top  223 

249 
Bottom -25.9 

0.625% 
Top  2.8 

3.1 
Bottom -0.3 

 

The stress range for each load level is fitted to a 2
nd

 degree polynomial. The relation 

between gear torque and the stress range became 

 
∆σ = −0.000002 ∙ T2 + 0.2291 ∙ T − 0.0357, 

 
(23) 

with 𝑇 in Nm and ∆𝜎 in MPa. 
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Figure 24, Second order polynomial for stress range from gear torque for design C. 

From the relation in equation (23), the stress range for every gear torque in the load 

collective is determined and number of cycles is determined according to equation (2), 

with a probability of failure of 50%. The S-N curve for the weld is presented in the log-

log diagram in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 25, S-N curve for the weld in design C. 
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5.2 Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics  

5.2.1 General  

Similar to the effective notch method, the required outcome is the relation between gear 

torque and number of revolution. However, performing an analysis for every load level 

in the load collective would be massive and something that is not desirable to do. 

Instead is the same approach as for the effective notch method used, where three 

analyses is performed with a percentage of maximum gear torque. The calculated 

number of cycles corresponding to an applied gear torque is fitted to a curve, creating a 

relation between gear torque and cycles.  

What separates the LEFM from the effective notch method is that a few fatigue cycles 

are performed to simulate crack growth in the analysis. How many fatigue cycles that 

are required to fracture the weld needs to be determined empirically. Two assessments 

methods have been used in this thesis, the first assumes the weld to be fractured when 

the crack front reaches the top surface of the weld. The second assessment assumes the 

weld to be fractured when increase in crack length does not give a significant increase 

in cycles. This indicates that the upper bound of cycles is reached and the reaming 

material holding the weld together is decreasing which also decrease the welds ability to 

keep the two parts together.  

The crack grows by releasing constrains between two contact bodies, the crack path is 

presented in Figure 26. The contact condition on contact body 1 is presented for the 

initial condition to the right in Figure 26.  

 

Figure 26, To the left, contact body 1 and 2 in y-z plane. To the right contact body 1 in the 

x-z plane. 
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5.2.2 Design A 

For Design A 100%, 50% and 25% of maximum gear torque, 2036 Nm, is analyzed. For 

100% the weld life assumed ended after 10 fatigue time periods. After 10 fatigue 

periods the crack have not reached the top surface of the weld, according to Figure 27. 

However, the increase in cycles is constants at around 300 000 cycles with a maintained 

increase in crack length, indicating the upper bound of number of cycles is reached.  

  

Figure 27, To the left, fatigue cycles in relation of crack length. To the right, the crack 

propagation in the weld after 10 fatigue time periods. 

The same clear indication does not exist for 50% of maximum gear torque after 10 

fatigues time periods, according to Figure 28. However, after 10 fatigues time periods 

the crack front have reached the top surface of the weld and the weld life is assumed 

ended, see Figure 28.  

 

Figure 28, To the left, fatigue cycles in relation of crack length. To the right, the crack 

propagation in the weld after 10 fatigue time periods. 

For 25 % of maximum gear torque, 10 fatigues time periods are not adequate to 

determine the limiting number of cycles. This is due to the crack front has not reach the 
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fatigue time periods was used, resulting in a limiting number of cycles around 40 ∙ 106, 

according to Figure 29.  

 

Figure 29, 2 To the left, fatigue cycles in relation of crack length. To the right, the crack 

propagation in the weld after 20 fatigue time periods. 

The calculated number of cycles for all three load levels is presented in Table 10. The 

three points are fitted to a power curve according to Figure 30, resulting in a relation 

between gear torque and calculated cycles as  

 N = 5 ∙ 1016 ∙ 𝑇3.394, 
(24) 

with 𝑇 in Nm and 𝑁 in cycles. 

Table 10,Calculated number of fatigue cycles for the LEFM method.   

Load 

Maximum gear torque: 2036 

Nm 
Fatigues cycles 

100 % 341 349 

50 % 2 437 090 

25 % 37 724 800 
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Figure 30, The relation between gear torque and fatigue cycles for LEFM. 

The number of cycles is calculated for every load level in the load collective according 

to equation (24). The S-N curve for the LEFM method is presented in Figure 31. 

 

Figure 31, The S-N curve for LEFM and design A.  
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5.2.3 Design B and C 

Attempts with the LEFM were made with no success for design B and C. The program 

was not able to conduct the first step of crack propagation. In consultation with MSC 

support it appeared the problem is in the cycle count routine of the software, something 

that should be corrected for in the next version (2014.2). 

5.3 Assessment of life  

For the assessment of life the Palmgren-Mine cumulative damage calculation method is 

used. The sum of cycles in the load collective is divided with the number of calculated 

number of cycles, according to equation (3). If the damage sum, D is > 1, then the life 

is regarded as ended. The result for the Palmgren-Miner damage sum calculation is 

presented in Table 11.  

Table 11, Damage sum for effective notch method and LEFM, 50% probability of failure. 

Design Effective notch LEFM 

A 0.14 0.64 

B 2.92 - 

C 0.03 - 

5.4 Correlation between simulations and experiment  

The correlation between the physical experiment and the simulated result is evaluated at 

the available result from the experiments. The result for the effective notch method is 

presented in Table 12 and the result from the LEFM method is presented in Table 13.  

Table 12, Correlation between simulations and experiment for the effective notch method. 

Design Assesment 

Cycles (B50) 

@ 988 Nm 

Gear Torque 

Cycles (B50) 

@ 1537 Nm 

Gear Torque 

Cycles (B50) 

@2196 Nm 

Gear Torque 

A 

Simulation  16 374 861 - - 

Experiment* 4 397 701 - - 

Simulation/Experiment  3.7 - - 

B 

Simulation  - 233 134 79 859 

Experiment* - 369 501 59 275 

Simulation/Experiment  - 0.6 1.35 

C 

Simulation  - 26 213 153 - 

Experiment* - 4 865 373 - 

Simulation/Experiment  - 5.4 - 

*Few test results exist due to the gear teeth tend to fracture before the weld. 

Table 13, Correlation between simulations and experiments for the LEFM method. 

Design Assesment 

Cycles (B50) 

@ 988 Nm 

Gear Torque 

Cycles (B50) 

@ 1537 Nm 

Gear Torque 

Cycles (B50) 

@2196 Nm 

Gear Torque 

A 

Simulation  3 204 678 - - 

Experiment 4 397 701 - - 

Simulation/Experiment  0.73 - - 
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5.5 Comparison between the effective notch and LEFM 

Three factors have been evaluated in the assessment of the methods, time, accuracy and 

complexity in the model set up. For the time aspect, it is the calculation time that has 

been evaluated i.e. how long time it takes to solve the models. The wall time for all 

analyzed load levels, calculation method and PTU design is presented in Table 14. For 

design A the total computational time 6 times is greater for LEFM compare to effective 

notch method. 

Table 14, Calculation time for effective notch method and LEFM. 

Design Method 100 % 50 % 0.625 % 25 % Total time 

A 

 

Effective 

notch 5h 20min 3h 46min 3h 12min - 12h 18min 

LEFM 36h 8min 14h 8min - 24h 19min* 74h 35min 

B 

Effective 

notch 5h 27min 4h 10min 6h 59min - 15h 36min 

LEFM - - - - - 

C 

Effective 

notch 5h 5min 4h 53min 4h 40min - 14h 38min 

LEFM - - - - - 

*20 fatigue time periods 

In the aspect of accuracy, the ratio between simulation and experiments result is the 

determining factor. For a broader view on accuracy, calculated result from GKN’s 

engineers on variants of design A and B was included in the study. For design A the 

location of the notched is moved closer to the stress relief grove. For design B the depth 

of the weld is 7 mm instead of the examined model with a 6 mm depth weld. The results 

are presented in Table 15. 

Table 15, Correlation between simulation and experiments for the effective notch method, 

from previous calculation work. 

Design Assesment 

Cycles (B50) 

@ 988 Nm 

Gear Torque 

Cycles (B50) 

@ 1537 Nm 

Gear Torque 

Cycles (B50) 

@ 2196 Nm 

Gear Torque 

A  

(moved 

notch) 

Simulation  6 293 086 - - 

Experiment 4 397 701 - - 

Simulation/Experiment  1.4 - - 

B 

(7 mm weld) 

Simulation  - 336 028 78 528 

Experiment - 484 348 136 423 

Simulation/Experiment  - 0.69 0.58 

 

The complexity in building the model is considered equivalent for both methods. Some 

sort of a modification of weld is necessary, either creating a notch or a small crack. 

Most of the work for LEFM is to assign the fatigue properties to the crack tip nodes. 

Most work for the effective notch method is to mesh around the notch.  
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6 Discussion and Conclusions 

The main finding of this thesis is that lifetime estimation with linear elastic fracture 

mechanics on a welded joint in a PTU is feasible. As predicted on beforehand, LEFM 

gave a more accurate result but on the expense of computational time. However, some 

comments on both the method are needed. 

The accuracy for the effective notch method is widely spread, varying with a ratio 

between simulations and experiments of 0.6 to a ratio of 5.4. The outcome in accuracy 

depends on the weld location, the notch design and the notch location. The large spread 

in the result indicates a sensibility in the method for both notch location and notch 

configuration. This applies especially for Design A, where a small change in the notch 

location gave a significant change in accuracy.  

The advantaged with the effective notch method is that it is already an establish method 

at GKN Driveline, and is well documented in standards. The effective notch method is 

not limited to the calculation program in the same way as LEFM, where the execution 

of the method is highly determined on the capability of the program. Resulting in LEFM 

was only feasible on one of three PTU designs. For the other two designs the program 

was not able to conduct the first step of crack propagation. After consultation with MSC 

support, the problem appears to depend on the cycle count routine in software. This 

problem should however be updated in the next version of the software.   

Another downside with LEFM is when no remeshing is possible, the crack path need to 

be known in advance. With few or non-existing test result a correct crack path could be 

difficult to predict.  

In contrast to the effective notch method were only two loadings at each load level 

needed to be conducted. In LEFM it is instead necessary to conduct a few load cycles at 

each load level and how many cycles that are needed to fracture the weld is difficult to 

know in advance. First, the state where the weld is considered fractured needs to be 

determined. For this thesis, the weld is considered to be at the end of life when the crack 

reaches the weld surface or when increases in crack length not give a significant 

increase in cycles. Both assessments are on the conservative side. For both assessments, 

trial and error was used to find how many fatigue cycles that were necessary. This is of 

course affecting both the time conducting the model set up, and running the analysis. 

More experience with the method will however simplify the selection on fatigue time 

periods. 

In aspect of time, the computational time is 6 times longer for LEFM than for the 

effective notch method. The increase in computational time for LEFM depends on the 

crack propagation. After every increment the software needs to save the energy release 

rate in every node in the crack tip, in order to be able to conduct crack growth. Here 

LEFM has room for improvement, by decreasing number of nodes in the crack tip, 

decreases also the amount of stored data. However, how many elements that could be 

reduced is a trade-off between computational time and accuracy. In the conducted 

analysis, the whole tubular shaft and ring gear is included, leaving a big part of the 

structure unaffected of the crack propagation. This gives a possibility to strip down the 

number of elements in the overall structure to save computational time and memory. 

The time for setting up the models is not included in the assessment of the methods due 
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to the model set up time is considered equal for both methods. The majority of time for 

LEFM is spend on assign the nodes in the crack tip the crack propagation properties and 

for the effective notch method is the time spent on meshing the notch. The advantage 

and disadvantage for both methods in collected in Table 16. 

 

The accuracy of the methods is measured with correlation between test result and 

calculated result. The result from testing is however few, for design A fractured weld 

only exist from three tests, at 2, 4 and 5.4 million revolutions. Which provides a weak 

base for a statically evaluation. Few test results for the weld exist also for design B and 

C, which provide an uncertainty in the accuracy. For both design A and C, fracture in 

the weld only developed at one gear torque level, which resulted in only one point to 

compare with simulated result. The weld in design B fractured at two load levels and a 

trend could be found regarding the fatigue life and to improve the assessment of 

accuracy. However, for all three designs, fractures occur in the spectra for high load 

levels but they were too few to give a correlation for low gear torque. The few test result 

depends on fracture tend to occur in the gear teeth before in the weld. It would be 

desirable to perform fatigue test where the purpose is to only test the weld and not the 

whole PTU. 

In LEFM, the only account for residual stresses in the weld is made by assuming a 

stress ratio of  𝑅 = 0.5 to be on the conservative side. This is reflected in the outcome 

of the LEFM, where the calculated number of cycles is less than the number of cycles 

obtained from experiments. The accuracy could be improved by modeling the welding 

process, which in return could lead to more realistic residual stresses. 

In the day-to-day work at GKN Driveline, the fatigue life is assessed with the Palmgren-

Miner cumulative damage calculation. The method disregards the result from testing 

and is only considering the calculated number of cycles and the load collective. In that 

aspect, the assessment could be misleading, especially when the simulations 

overestimate the result. For design A, the number of calculated cycles is overestimated 

with a factor of almost 4 relative the test result. It resulted in a damage sum of 0.14, 

which is considered ok. The same applies for design C, where the calculated number of 

Table 16, The advantages and disadvantaged for effective notch method and LEFM 

Method  + - 

Effective notch  Works on all 

designs 

 Known method at 

GKN Driveline 

 Sensitive to notch 

location 

 Sensitive to notch 

configuration 

LEFM  Accurate 

 Simplification is 

available 

 Limited to MARC 

 Not including residual 

stress 

 Need to know the crack 

path 

 Time consuming 

 Limited to one design 

 Need to know when to 

stop 
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cycles is overestimated with a factor 5.4 and gives a damage sum of 0.03. Design B has 

a better accuracy, which result in fewer calculated number of cycles the weld can 

withstand. This affect the damage sum, which for design B is 2.95 and not approved. In 

that aspect, the Palmgren-Miner cumulative damage calculation is not recommended to 

be used in the assessment of life when the accuracy is bad or unknown.  

Finelly, the use of LEFM for lifetime estimates on a welding joint in a PTU is feasible, 

however more investigation is needed before the method can be used in every day work 

at GKN Driveline. This is due to the method is currently not applicable on all designs 

with Marc and is time consuming to perform. A good approach would be to simplify the 

model by reducing element and thereby save computational time. Thus the problem is 

software based, another approach could be changing the calculation software. It has 

shown that the accuracy for the effective notch method could be improved by changing 

the notch location and notch configuration. By optimize the effective notch method with 

respect to notch location and configuration a better accuracy could be obtained while 

maintaining a low calculation time.  
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